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 Connecting Content with Consumers
 Volume 7  Issue 23
Congratulations AV Retailers on a very robust Thanksgiving weekend DVD/BD sales period,
we're at a record pace and are looking forward to the weeks to come with continued joint
success. We're not taking it easy on bringing you new content, as this weeks newsletter stands
testimony to!

Warner Archive announced the 3DBD release of "Justice League", we have two new studios
joining our AV Catalog- Giant Interactive and Gaumont Studios, plus new BD titles from
Universal Studios Vault Collection, "Bigfoot Discovered" from Alchemy Werks and more New
Releases from a host of our partner studios and networks!

Don't hesitate to contact me on how you can also join our integrated Studio/Retailer supply
chain!

Successful retailing to you all, 
Richard Skillman
Vice President
Allied Vaughn
avmodnews@alliedvaughn.com
http://www.alliedvaughn.com

AV MOD Studio Brochure
AV MOD Gallery Title Library
AV MOD Newsletter Archives
 

Warner Archive Update:
"Justice League [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital
Combo Pack" Available Now for Preorders
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TBD        888574594534  Justice League [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]     2017     Fueled
by his restored faith in humanity and inspired by Superman's selfless act, Bruce Wayne enlists
the help of his newfound ally, Diana Prince, to face an even greater enemy. Together, Batman
and Wonder Woman work quickly to find and recruit a team of metahumans to stand against this
newly awakened threat. But despite the formation of this unprecedented league of heroes-
Batman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, Cyborg and The Flash-it may already be too late to save the
planet from an assault of catastrophic proportions    Ben Affleck; Henry Cavill; Amy Adams; Gal
Gadot; Jason Momoa; Ezra Miller; Raymond Fisher; Jesse Eisenberg; Jeremy Irons; Diane Lane;
Connie Nielsen; J.K. Simmons
 
12/19/2017        888574551483  The LEGO Ninjago Movie [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo
Pack]   2017     A fierce but undisciplined team of modern-day ninjas must learn to check their
egos and pull together to unleash their true power and defeat the evil warlord Garmadon. 
Jackie Chan; Justin Theroux; Dave Franco; Michael Peña; Fred Armisen; Kumail Nanjiani; Abbi
Jacobson; Zach Woods; Olivia Munn
 
12/5/2017         888574524456  Alice: The Complete Sixth Season      1981     Alice's sixth season
sees the staff settling in for a steady service of hopes, dreams, chili and grits-kissing. While Alice
(Linda Lavin) ponders her life choices as she approaches forty, Vera (Beth Howland) attends her
school reunion and ends up engaged, Jolene (Celia Weston) trades in her wages for fear as a
dynamite trucker, Tommy (Philip McKeon) considers becoming an actor and Mel (Vic Tayback)
thinks about getting a nose job. Among the celebrity diners stopping by Mel's for some chili are
Donald O'Connor (as himself), Doris Roberts, George Wendt, Jay Leno and Kenneth Mars. This 3-
Disc, 26-Episode Collection contains the entire sixth season as originally produced, including Do



You Take This Waitress? and The Secret of Mel's Diner, which both originally aired during the
series' seventh season, as well as the season five episodes Mel's Cousin, Wendell and Vera And
The Bouncing Check, which aired in the sixth. Linda Lavin; Beth Howland; Celia Weston; Philip
McKeon; Vic Tayback
 
12/5/2017         888574551346  Auntie Mame [Blu-ray] 1958     "Ten-year-old orphan Patrick Dennis
has come to live with his nearest relative, and in the high times ahead, he's not going to believe
his luck. Nor will you, because Patrick's relation is played by one of Hollywood's grandest
dames. Reprising her Broadway triumph, Rosalind Russell received her fourth Oscar®
nomination and third Golden Globe Award as the marvelous madcap woman who lives life to
the hilt. Auntie Mame brings to bubbly life the mayhem Mame and her cronies create while
guiding Patrick's fortunes. "Life is a banquet," Mame says, "and most poor suckers are starving to
death!" With wit, style and a seasoned cast to dish humor and heart with gusto, Auntie Mame is
a full-course meal of entertainment magic."   Rosalind Russell; Forrest Tucker; Coral Browne;
Fred Clark; Roger Smith; Patric Knowles; Peggy Cass; Jan Handzlik; Joanna Barnes; Pippa Scott;
Lee Patrick; Willard Waterman; Robin Hughes; Connie Gilchrist; Yuki Shimoda; Brook Byron;
Carol Veazie; Henry Brandon
 
12/5/2017         888574551353  Birdman & The Galaxy Trio: The Complete Series     1967           
Featuring the episodes in the three-segment form as they originally aired, these popular retro
hits take the action around the world and into outer space! First, winged hero Birdman
harnesses the power of the sun to fight criminal masterminds like Number One, Vulturo and Dr.
Millenium. Then, cosmic crusaders Gravity Girl, Vapor Man and Meteor Man - better known as
the Galaxy Trio -serve up justice in space as they travel the universe eradicating evil and
procuring peace across the cosmos. And finally, it's more Birdman with his trusty eagle Avenger
and his namesake battle cry that strikes fear into the hearts of his enemies. Fly away with these
favorite retro heroes as they deliver old-school justice in this 2-disc collector's dream
compilation.
           
12/5/2017         888574564797  Lookin' To Get Out: Extended Version            1982     Alex (Jon
Voight) has had a good day at the track, but a bad night at the poker game, and he'll have a
worse time if the guys he owes catch up with him. So Alex and go-along pal Jerry (Burt Young)
split for Las Vegas, where (they hope) Lady Luck and their wits will give them the cash they
need. Fans of life-embracing buddy comedies and Hal Ashby (Harold and Maude, Being There)
are in luck with this extended version of Ashby's Lookin' to Get Out, which includes footage not
seen in theaters. Jon Voight cowrote this con-is-on tale costarring Ann-Margret and featuring a
very young Angelina Jolie in her very first film. Sit at the blackjack table with these likable
rogues. Place your bets. Hide your wallet. Jon Voight; Ann-Margret; Burt Young; Jude Farese;
Allen Keller; Richard Bradford; Bert Remsen; Stacey Pickren; Samantha Harper; Fox Harris
 
12/5/2017         888574564810  Monkey Trouble          1994     Are you ready for the cutest criminal
pet of all time? He?s Dodger, and although he?s tiny, he manages to get into more trouble than
a whole barrel full of... monkeys! Dodger belongs to a crooked street performer (Harvey Keitel,
The Piano) but escapes his life of crime only to end up in the arms of Eva (Thora Birch of
Dungeons and Dragons and Now and Then), an innocent little girl whose mother (Mimi Rogers,
Lost in Space) has no idea that her daughter is harboring a fugitive. Unfortunately, Dodger?s
naughty habits get the best of him as his mischief plunges everyone he meets into major
Monkey Trouble! Thora Birch; Mimi Rogers; Christopher McDonald; Harvey Keitel; Victor Argo;
Robert Miranda; Kevin Scannell; Adam Lavorgna; Jo Champa; Allison Elliot; Adrian Johnson;
Julian Johnson; Remy Ryan
 
12/5/2017         888574566722  Saving Grace   2000     "When her husband jumped out of a plane
without a parachute, Grace Trevethen knew life would get tough...but she had no idea just how
tough. Left with a manor on the Cornish coast, a mountain of debt and dozens of creditors on her
heels, she is about to lose everything. But with Matthew, the manor's caretaker, Grace hatches
an outrageous idea: Why not use her renowned green thumb to plant a cash crop and pay off her
debts? Soon her greenhouse becomes a hot bed of illegal activity, and business starts blooming.



But if the buzz gets too big, these budding entrepreneurs just might have to watch their dreams
go up in smoke! Two-time Academy Award® nominee Brenda Blethyn (Secrets & Lies, Little
Voice) and Craig Ferguson (TV's The Drew Carey Show) are delightful in a most potent comedy
that'll make you "just say yes to Saving Grace" (Leah Rozen, People)!"   Brenda Blethyn; Craig
Ferguson
 
12/5/2017         888574564865  Silk      2007     Based on the best-selling novel by Alessandro
Baricco, Silk is a visually stunning epic spanning two continents. Herve Joncour?s (Michael Pitt)
devotion to his beautiful bride, Helene (Keira Knightley), is tested when he must make several
dangerous trade missions in search of silkworms for his town?s survival. From his journeys to
Japan, Herve brings great wealth for his village, but with each trip he becomes torn by the
temptation of a local warlord?s sensuous concubine and his love for Helene.      Keira Knightley;
Michael Pitt; Alfred Molina; Kôji Yakusho
 
12/5/2017         888574551414  Space Ghost & Dino Boy: The Complete Series         1966           
Showcasing the episodes in the three-segment form as they originally aired, these stellar retro
hits soar through space and time to deliver justice! First, intergalactic policeman Space Ghost
navigates the cosmos in his tricked-out spaceship The Phantom Cruiser, battling villains like Brak
and Zorak with his legendary suit and powerful wristbands. Then, Dino Boy teams with caveman
Ugh and dinosaur Bronty to go primeval on the ancient menaces of their primitive home. And
finally, Space Ghost flies again with more extraterrestrial adventures and thrilling takedowns.
This dynamite compilation also features the dynamic six-part Space Ghost episode The Council
of Doom. It's cosmic entertainment for all!
 
12/5/2017         888574564858  The Sea Inside    2004     Based on the profoundly moving true story
that captured the world's attention, The Sea Inside is about Spaniard Ramón Sampedro (played
by Oscar® winner* Javier Bardem), who fought a 30-year campaign to win the right to end his life
with dignity. The story also explores Ramón's relationships with two women and his ability to
inspire them through his gift of love. A truly joyous experience. The Sea Inside celebrates the
nature of freedom and love, and the mystery and beauty of life.  Javier Bardem; Belén Rueda;
Lola Dueñas
 
12/5/2017         888574564889  Towelhead    2007     "Who are you?" Jasira Maroun's strict,
Lebanese-born father asks. Jasira isn't sure. She's a typical 13-year-old. And an Arab-American
who's anything but typical to folks in her Houston suburb. She's drawn to a boy at school. And to
a hunky, married Army reservist neighbor. She's curious about sex. And clueless about
relationships. Then all these "who are you"s collide in a series of fateful, emotional, frequently
funny events, and Jasira's life changes forever. Oscar®*- and Emmy® - winning filmmaker Alan
Ball and a fine cast headed by Aaron Eckhart, Toni Collette, Maria Bello and newcomer Summer
Bishil combine talents in a fresh, honest coming-of-age story. Who is Jasira? The answer - and
answers - may surprise you.  Summer Bishil; Aaron Eckhart; Toni Collette; Maria Bello; Peter
Macdissi

"Newness" From Giant Interactive on DVD!



Join us in welcoming Giant Interactive to Allied Vaughn's growing Independent Studio
catalog of award winning films and documentaries. We lead off with their recent release,
"Newness" starring Danny Huston and Nicholas Hoult. 
 
Title: NEWNESS
TVOD/EST Avail Date: 11/21/17
Territories: US, Canada

Content type: Feature film
Release type: New Release
Genre(s): Drama, Romance
Synopsis: Two young Los Angelenos navigating a social media-driven hookup
culture begin a relationship that pushes both emotional and physical boundaries

 
Cast: 

Nicholas Hoult (MAD MAX FURY ROAD, X-MEN), social reach: 1.6m
Laia Costa
Pom Klementieff (GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY, AVENGERS: INFINITY WAR)
Matthew Gray Gubler ('Criminal Minds', LIFE AFTER BETH, 500 DAYS OF SUMMER),
social reach 4.6m
Jessica Henwick ('Game of Thrones')
Danny Huston (X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE, CHILDREN OF MEN, 21 GRAMS) 



Director: 

Drake Doremus (LIKE CRAZY, EQUALS)

Festivals:

Premiered in competition at the Sundance Film Festival, January 2017

Trailer link: View Trailer Here
 
Giant Interactive is an award-winning digital media and technology company working
with rights owners to distribute film, TV & digital content worldwide.  Based in NYC, Los
Angeles and Denver, the company's specialties include: content acquisitions & sales,
UHD, Blu-ray, and DVD authoring (for clients such as Lionsgate, HBO, & PBS), digital/VOD
prep & delivery (Warner Bros, Cinedigm, RLJ Entertainment) and OTT channel app, mobile
& web development.  With a technical approval rating of over 99%, Giant Interactive has
been recognized by Apple as an 'iTunes Preferred' encoding house & aggregator.
 
 
11/21/17           810162030827  Newness  DVD-5          2017     In contemporary L.A., two
unacquainted millennials, spend their weekends "swiping" on the dating app WINX. The
options are endless, but it's less about connection and more about hooking-up. But when
Martin and Gabi meet they find themselves talking into the early hours. Connecting. It's
exciting. It's new. Exhilarated by each other, they rush into a relationship. They go out on
dates. They move in together. They skip work to make love... But is this love? "Nicholas
Hoult; Laia Costa; Matthew Gray Gubler; Courtney Eaton; Esther Perel; Danny Huston;
 

"Discovering Bigfoot" Exclusive DVD Release from
Alchemy Werks
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Backed by a significant social media campaign, the question of whether Bigfoot is real or a hoax
may just be answered with the new release from Alchemy Werks, "Discovering Bigfoot"
directed by Todd Standing.  Boasting exclusive footage and a host of experts debating the
phenomenon, Bigfoot continues to mystify. The DVD is now up for Presale exclusively from
Allied Vaughn!
 
Discovering Bigfoot is the first feature film documentary with real live interaction between a
Bigfoot creature, wilderness experts, PhD's and other world renowned experts and researchers
of the Bigfoot enigma. Journey into the heart of Sasquatch Country with Todd Standing who
appeared with Survivor Man's Les Stroud in "Survivor man Bigfoot". Experience three incredible
days in the field with Bigfoot researchers, Todd Standing and renowned expert Professor Dr. Jeff
Meldrum as they encounter a real live Sasquatch. What we think we know of human origins and
evolution is about to change forever as we discover the truth about a species that has remained
elusive by outwitting and evading modern man for decades despite his best efforts. 

Director: Todd Standing Stars: John Bindernagel, Jeffrey Meldrum, Todd Standing
 
"I am firmly convinced these are filmed portraits of the Sasquatch face." - Wildlife Biologist,
John
Bindernagel, PhD
"Utterly Riveting Footage and Testimony." - Philip Gardiner, Award Winning Director of "A False
Reality"
 
*LIMITED THEATRICAL RELEASE!
*40M + Cable VOD Impressions!
*HOT RELEASE with major exposure!
*Never before seen, extraordinary Sasquatch footage that will shock the world!



*A terrifying altercation between Todd Standing and 3 Sasquatch creatures in the wild.
*Five never before seen video encounters with the Sasquatch species and overview of the life
and death struggle that was necessary to acquire them.
*Major Marketing campaign creating major awareness
*Full Page Ads in:
Sci Fi, Atlantis Rising, Starburst, Paranormal, and Videoscope
*Print impressions: 110k +
*Digital Impressions: 750k +
*Radio Campaign: Targeting outlets such as Coast to Coast AM, NBC and ABC affiliates, NPR and
more.
*Online Campaign: Email promotion to over 1 million applicable consumers,
*Press Campaign: to over 200 applicable outlets, 300 blog and review outlets to sites such as
Popculturemadness.com, DVDTalk.com, Aint it Cool News,
*DVD Verdict, DVD Beaver, Home Media Magazine, ionCinema.com, Gawker.com,
Hollywood.com, TwitchFilm, Film Journal International, Film Arcade, JoBlo, Hollywood Reporter,
Variety, and more!
*Media, Midwest DVD Review, TV Guide, VideoDetective.com, Hollywood Reporter, Variety,
greencine.com, indietalk.com, netflix.com, Rottentomatoes.com and many more!
*Online Campaign : Viral and Email promotion going out to over 1M applicable consumers.
*Social Media: Twitter, Facebook, Youtube
 
 
 
12/15/2017        810162031145  Discovering Bigfoot    2017     Discovering Bigfoot is the first feature
film documentary with real live interaction between a Bigfoot creature, wilderness experts,
PhDs and other world renowned experts and researchers of the Bigfoot enigma. Journey into
the heart of Sasquatch Country with Todd Standing who appeared with Survivor Mans Les Stroud
in Survivor man Bigfoot. Experience three incredible days in the field with Bigfoot researchers,
Todd Standing and renowned expert Professor Dr. Jeff Meldrum as they encounter a real live
Sasquatch. What we think we know of human origins and evolution is about to change forever as
we discover the truth about a species that has remained elusive by outwitting and evading
modern man for decades despite his best efforts.          
 
Also from Alchemy Werks:
 



 

Philip Gardiner, noted writer/director brings new perspective to faith with the new release
"God Is Alive", from Alchemy Werks and now available exclusively from Allied Vaughn.
 
View Trailer Here

There is nothing that has been pondered more by mankind and nothing more divisive to the
human race than the question...Is there a God? Did we come from the mind of a creator, or from
absolutely nothing? Many have misunderstood or created concepts of what God actually means
believing it to be the one defined by Christians, Jews or Muslims or other religious belief
systems of the world. But in a world where miracles occur daily, the void between belief and
reality is indicative of the troubled planet we live on and it has become apparent that the truth
and understanding of our inner-selves is, in the end, our ultimate quest and perhaps it's a
simple question of faith.
Director: Philip Gardiner (Atlantis: The Lost City, Alien Contact: Nasa Exposed)
Stars: Melissa Hollet, Charles Thompson, Philip Gardiner 

"Beautiful and Entertaining, Highly Recommend." - United Media Network
"Gardiner's research exposes what scholars have overlooked for so long." - Film Society
"Well Made, Powerful and Enlightening" - John Jay Harper (Shamans of the 21st Century)
 
*Radio Campaign: Targeting outlets such as Coast to Coast AM, NBC and ABC affiliates, NPR and
more.
*Online Campaign: Email promotion to over 1 million applicable consumers,
*Press Campaign: to over 200 applicable outlets, 300 blog and review outlets to sites such as

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iiyyVECRXzg3QUE3oF-ECj1EIR04AH2w-PvS6G3rspz2TAdMpg2jss9NvBoXVtyNxNzgXh_JOOtxN4XUNaALZvUkspmHfEr2PTkqvFjHMFPGTjX5Z2u-c7CbnspiJSdzHsTRzntJiv_1N9KjI6VkM3DvaatH1txJftXvFR1tRBb_YXF8AgG-iBAeGEe4PVY4H5wg1JDLbrM=&c=&ch=


Popculturemadness.com, DVDTalk.com, Aint it Cool News, DVD Verdict, DVD Beaver, Home
Media Magazine, ionCinema.com, Gawker.com, Hollywood.com, TwitchFilm, Film Journal
International, Film Arcade, JoBlo, Hollywood Reporter, Variety, and more!
*Media, Midwest DVD Review, TV Guide, VideoDetective.com, Hollywood Reporter, Variety,
greencine.com, indietalk.com, netflix.com, Rottentomatoes.com and many more
 

12/15/2017        810162031138  God Is Alive     2017     There is nothing that has been pondered
more by mankind and nothing more divisive to the human race than the question...Is there a
God? Did we come from the mind of a creator, or from absolutely nothing? Many have
misunderstood or created concepts of what God actually means believing it to be the one
defined by Christians, Jews or Muslims or other religious belief systems of the world. But in a
world where miracles occur daily, the void between belief and reality is indicative of the
troubled  planet we live on and it has become apparent that the truth and understanding of our
inner-selves is, in the end, our ultimate quest and perhaps its a simple question of faith.   
Melissa Hollet; Charles Thompson;

  

40M + Cable VOD Impressions!
Major Marketing campaign creating major awareness
Full Page Ads in: 

Fangoria, Rue Morgue, Scream, Starburst, and Videoscope
Print impressions:    385k
Digital Impressions:  3.7M

Press Campaign:  : Over  200 applicable blog and review outlets to sites such as USA
Today, LA Times, NY Times, Huffington Post, DVDTalk.com, Ain't it Cool News, DVD
Verdict, DVD Beaver, Home Media Magazine, Hollywood.com, Film Journal International,
Film Arcade, JoBlo Media, Midwest DVD Review, TV Guide, VideoDetective.com,



Hollywood Reporter, Variety, indietalk.com, and many more!
Online Campaign :  Viral and Email promotion going out to over 1M applicable consumers.
Social Media:  Twitter, Facebook, YouTube

 
 
12/15/2017        810162031152  666 Salem Calling   DVD-5         2018     "In 1752, Lenore Selwin was
branded a Witch and burned at the stake. As she struggled against the flames she cursed the
very land that her ashes were left to scatter upon. Some say she never left and that if you call
her name when near her abandoned house, she will appear. When a group of students
investigate the disappearance of a famous horror novelist in the same area, they are forced to
confront nefarious forces in the woods on a weekend of sheer horror   Stars  Rik Mayall; 
Christopher Walken; Jason Donovan

Gaumont Releases 48 Christmas Wishes In Time
for the Holidays!

 
Welcome the renowned studio, Gaumont, to the AV MOD Catalog and to your retailing
opportunities. We appreciate you bringing this wonderful story to retail on behalf of our
new customer, Gaumont and for children who will treasure this production.



 
Formed in 1895, Gaumont is the first and oldest film company in the world, with offices in
Paris and Los Angeles. In the past few years, the company's release schedule has
continued to increase across film and television production in both the French and English
language. 
The film library now encompasses over 1100 titles, including films from prestigious
directors such as Luc Besson, Matthieu Kassovitz, Francis Veber, Jean-Jacques Beineix,
Federico Fellini, Maurice Pialat and Jean-Luc Godard, and more recently Toledano and
Nakache for The Intouchables, the highest-grossing French language movie ever with
over $450 million in revenue to date.
Gaumont produces and distributes high-quality TV programming worldwide. Key drama
series include the award-winning Narcos for Netflix; the critically acclaimed Hannibal; the
winner of "Best Series" (Festival of Fiction TV) The Frozen Dead and The Art of Crime,
amongst many others.
The animated catalog comprises over 800 half-hours, broadcast in over 130 countries. 
Current productions include F is for Family for Netflix; and for children, Calimero; Noddy,
co-produced with Dreamworks; Trulli Tales, Belle & Sebastian and Furiki Wheels. In
development is the series Do, Re & Mi with the multi-talented Kristen Bell.
 
11/28/17           810162030858  48 Christmas Wishes  DVD-9  2017     For the first time in the
history  of the North Pole, two junior Elves have to leave home, after losing an entire
town's letters to Santa. While attempting to blend into small town life, they set out to
retrieve every missing wish before Santa's sleigh departs on Christmas Eve. Stars Clara
Kushnir; Madeline Leon; Maya Franzoi
 
11/28/17           810162030865  48 Christmas Wishes (Blu-ray) BD-50  2017    

Universal Studios Vault Blu-ray New Releases
 

  
12/26/17           191329025871  Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid [Blu-ray]  BD-50   1982     Steve
Martin stars in the hilarious spoof of 1940's film noir in Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid.  Rigby
Reardon (Martin) is the private eyes of private eyes. He's tough, rough and ready to take
on anything when Juliet Forrest (Rachel Ward) appears on the scene with a case: her



father, a noted scientist, philanthropist and cheesemaker, had died mysteriously.
Reardon immediately smells a rat and follows a complex maze of clues that lead him to
the "Carlotta Lists." With a little help from his "friends", Alan Ladd, Barbra Stanwyck, Ray
Milland, Burt Lancaster, Humphrey Bogart and Charles Laughton, Reardon gets his man.
Directed by Carl Reiner and featuring clips of some of the most iconic film noir movies in
Hollywood history, this unique film captures the fun and excitement the way of an
unforgettable era in motion picture history!     89:00    Universal Pictures Home
Entertainment   Steve Martin; Rachel Ward; Carl Reiner
 
12/26/17           191329025857  Fletch Lives [Blu-ray]  BD-50   1989     Chevy Chase returns to
the screen as the reckless reporter I.M. Fletcher, investigative reporter, in Fletch Lives.
This time, the chameleon-like reporter ventures to Belle Isle, a sprawling 80-acre
Louisiana plantation which Fletch inherits from his aunt. Trouble begins when a lovely
attorney mysteriously turns up dead, a neighborly lawyer (Hal Holbrook) warns him to
leave town and a ravishing real estate agent (Julianne Phillips) comes calling with a
persistent offer he may not be able to refuse. Fletch must unravel the reason for the mad
land scramble with his trademark bag of hilarious disguises in this fast-moving comedy.   
95:00    Universal Pictures Home Entertainment Chevy Chase; Hal Holbrook
 
12/26/17           191329025864  For Richer or Poorer [Blu-ray]            BD-50   1997     Tim Allen
and Kirstie Alley star in the outrageous comedy of a couple on the run in For Richer or
Poorer.  Brad (Allen) and Caroline Sexton (Alley) were incredibly rich and incredibly
miserable. Then something unbelievable happened...their accountant robbed them dry.
Now they're on the run from the IRS and hiding out in the one place no one will ever look
for them...Amish country. While their lawyer sorts things out in New York, they've got to
do their best to blend in and are failing miserably! Hard work may prove to be more
difficult than hard times as the Sextons are learning how to milk cows, plow fields and fall
in love all over again.        116:00  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment   Tim Allen;
Kirstie Alley
 
12/26/17           191329025840  The Paper [Blu-ray] BD-50      1994     Directed by Academy
Award winner Ron Howard, The Paper brings the fast-paced, cutthroat, frequently
hilarious world of newspaper journalism vividly to life.  It's editorial bedlam during the
course of one hectic, twenty-four hour period at the New York Sun. In order to make the
morning edition and scoop the competition, Henry Hackett (Michael Keaton) must race
against the clock to expose a major scandal or two innocent men will go to prison.
Thwarting him at every turn is his ambitious managing editor (Glenn Close) who seems
more concerned with staying on budget than printing the truth. At the same time,
Hackett's wife (Marisa Tomei) is about to give birth to their first child and she's pressuring
him to take a cushier, less demanding position with a rival newspaper. Meanwhile, facing
their own private demons are columnist Dan McDougal (Randy Quaid) and senior editor
Bernie White (Robert Duvall).    112:00  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment Michael
Keaton; Glenn Close; Marisa Tomei; Randy Quaid; Robert Duvall; Jason Robards; Jason
Alexander
   

The Orchard New Releases, Top Trending Films



  

  
12/12/17           888608667791  The Spearhead Effect  2017     Reeling from the brutal murder
of his mother, Jake uses his massive online presence to highlight nationwide police
corruption and general apathy. His viral videos initially lead to a nationwide increase in
the number of law enforcement internal investigations, but soon the videos inspire a
vigilante movement known as "The Pioneers." Disturbed by the level of brutality the
group inflicts on their captive criminals, Jake speaks out against The Pioneers and
suddenly finds himself their prime target.  Alex McArthur; Darlene Vogel; Caleb Smith;
Jamie Gallagher
 
12/12/17           888608667777  F the Prom      2017     Former best friends Maddy and Cole
exist on opposite ends of the high school social spectrum. When Maddy's reign as most
popular girl abruptly ends, the duo reconnects as they conspire to ruin the ultimate
popularity contest: senior prom.   Danielle Campbell; Joel Courtney; Cameron Palatas;



Madelaine Petsch
 
12/12/17           888608667784  Sundowners    2017     Alex is desperate for a memorable
experience. In an attempt to break from his mundane life, he accepts a job filming a
destination wedding in Mexico. He even convinces his boss to let him bring his
photographer friend Justin along to help. The problem is, they don't really know what
they're doing and there's a ten-drink minimum. Things are bound to get messy.         Phil
Hanley; Luke Lalonde; Tim Heidecker
 
12/05/17           888608667760  Active Adults   2017     Recent college grads Malcolm and Lily
quickly realize how difficult making it inNew YorkCity can be.When neither is able to land
a job, they move in with Malcolm's grandparents in a suburban "active
adult"community.Malcolm is excited to live with the couple he aspires to emulate, but
Lily quickly sees the cracks starting to form in their relationship. Desperate to restore his
grandparents' marriage to his nostalgic memory of them, Malcolm elects to stay with
them just as Lily embraces a job in the city. With the future of both relationships up in the
air, the two couples are surprised to discover there are many parallels between their
situations.            Jonathan Rosen; Lola Kirkel Dominic Chianese; Rosie Perez
 
12/05/17           888608667753  People You May Know 2017     "If you're not on social media,
do you even exist? Such is the dilemma faced by introvert Jed (Nick Thune), whose total
absence from the digital landscape leaves him socially marooned. When social media
maven Tasha (Halston Sage) realizes his graphic design skills allow him to present his life
online in any way imaginable, she sees an opportunity to exploit her vision of cultivating
a celebrity out of a nobody. Together they boost Jed's presence across multiple platforms,
and before long, he emerges from his cocoon as a high-profile social butterfly with new
friends like Usher on speed dial.  Nick Thune; Halston Sagel Kaily Smith Westbrook; Usher
 
11/28/17           888608667746  Creep 2            2017     Sara, a video artist primarily focused on
creating intimacy with lonely men, thinks she may have found the subject of her dreams
after coming across a stranger's online post. Unable to resist the chance to create a truly
shocking piece of art, she agrees to drive to a remote house in the forest to spend the day
with the man claiming to be a serial killer. As the day goes on, however, she discovers she
may have dug herself into a hole from which she can't escape.    Mark Duplass; Karan
Soniel Patrick Brice
 
11/28/17           888608667630  Super Dark Times       2017     A harrowing but meticulously
observed look at teenage lives in the era prior to the Columbine High School Massacre,
SUPER DARK TIMES marks the feature debut of gifted director Kevin Phillips. Zach (Owen
Campbell) and Josh (Charlie Tahan) are best friends growing up in a leafy Upstate New
York suburb in the 1990s, where teenage life revolves around hanging out, looking for
kicks, navigating first love and vying for popularity. When a traumatic incident drives a
wedge between the previously inseparable pair, their youthful innocence abruptly
vanishes. Each young man processes the tragedy in his own way, until circumstances grow
increasingly complex and spiral into violence. Phillips dives headlong into the confusion
of teenage life, creating an evocative atmosphere out of the murky boundaries between
adolescence and adulthood, courage and fear, and good and evil.         Owen Campbell;
Charlie Tahan; Elizabeth Cappuccino
 
11/28/17           888608667678  Residente        2017     Discover how Rene Perez, AKA
Residente, evolved from struggling art student into the founder of Latin America's most
influential rap group, Calle 13, and became one of Latin America's most outspoken critics
of injustice and corruption. Inspired after mapping out his DNA, Residente left the group
the peak of its success to embarked on a new project through Siberia, the Caucasus, China
and West Africa in order to trace the footsteps of his ancestors. Music becomes the
primary focus, framing each destination and informing every conversation.  
 



11/21/17           888608667739  The Music of Strangers: Yo-Yo Ma & the Silk Road
Ensemble            2017     Over the past 16 years, an extraordinary group of musicians has
come together to celebrate the universal power of music. Named for the ancient trade
route linking Asia, Africa and Europe, The Silk Road Ensemble, an international collective
created by legendary cellist Yo-Yo Ma, exemplifies music's ability to blur international
boundaries, blend disparate cultures and inspire hope for artist and audience. The Sound
of Silk, the latest film from the creators of the Oscar®-winning documentary 20 Feet from
Stardom, and the critically-acclaimed Best of Enemies follows an ever-changing lineup of
performers drawn from the ensemble's more than 50 instrumentalists, vocalists,
composers, arrangers, visual artists and storytellers as they gather in locations across the
world, exploring the ways art can both preserve traditions and shape cultural evolution.
Blending performance footage, personal interviews and archival film, director Morgan
Neville and producer Caitrin Rogers focus on the journeys of a small group of Silk Road
Ensemble mainstays from across the globe to create an intensely personal chronicle of
passion, talent and sacrifice. Through these moving individual stories, the filmmakers
paint a vivid portrait of a bold musical experiment and a global search for the ties that
bind.           Yo-Yo Ma;Cristina Pato;Kinan Azmeh;Kayhan Kalhor;Wu Man
 
11/21/17           888608667722  Thumper          2017     A group of teens, in a low income
neighborhood, are lured into working for a violent drug dealer, Wyatt (Pablo Schreiber).
When a new girl harboring a dark secret (Eliza Taylor) arrives in town, her inquisitive
nature attracts suspicion and will jeopardize everything. Executive produced by Cary
Fukunaga, THUMPER features supporting turns from Lena Headey, Ben Feldman, Daniel
Webber and Grant Harvey. Eliza Taylor; Pablo Schreiber; Lena Headey

FilmRise New Blu-day and DVD Releases
 



   
 FilmRise never disappoints, whether in the quality of their content or the sales their
titles generate for our AV Retailers and this wave is no exception. A brilliant look our
future and culture with hosts William Shatner, Stephen Hawking and other notables in
"The Truth is in the Stars" leads the selections of DVD and BDs now in presale, we can
accept your preorders today!
 
12/12/17           191091547014  Chicago: The Terry Kath Experience - Special Edition           
2016     "CHICAGO: THE TERRY KATH EXPERIENCE is a documentary about a daughter
discovering the legacy of her father: the late Terry Kath. Kath was one of the founding
members of the band Chicago, whose powerful guitar playing and husky, melodic voice
has been praised by such icons as Jimi Hendrix, Joe Walsh and Eric Clapton. Before
discovering his full potential as a guitar icon, Kath's life ended tragically at age 32. Terry's
daughter Michelle was just two years old when he passed, only knowing him through his
music and stories from her mother. After discovering a box of memorabilia, Michelle sets
out on a journey to get to know her father and to search for his iconic lost guitar. In this
documentary, Michelle interviews her dad's family, bandmates and good friends, as well
as prominent musicians, to piece together the life of Terry Kath, one of the great unsung
rock legends of the 1970s.
CHICAGO: THE TERRY KATH EXPERIENCE was directed and produced by Michelle Kath
Sinclair, and was produced by Jordan Levy and Tony Papa. This DVD features raw and
uncut bonus material with behind-the-scenes moments on Michelle's journey as well as
clips that did not make the final cut, including Michelle's backstage concert meet up with
Chicago, a candid look at the interview with Michelle and her mother Camelia, an
exclusive look at the Chicago members as they share stories about living with Terry Kath,
bonus footage from Michelle and Camelia's visit to Caribou Ranch and a special
compilation of Terry Kath's 8mm home footage with commentary. English subtitles are
available for the deaf and hearing-impaired." Terry Kath;Michelle Kath Sinclair;Camelia
Kath;Joe Walsh;Peter Cetera
 
12/12/17           191091547021  Chicago: The Terry Kath Experience - Special Edition [Blu-ray]
           
 
12/05/17           191091537947  The Truth is in the Stars 2017 "Do we as a society have the
capacity to live up to STAR TREK's optimistic, inclusive vision for humanity's future? That is
the central question in THE TRUTH IS IN THE STARS, a feature documentary in which the
original Captain Kirk, William Shatner, examines the impact of STAR TREK on popular



culture and human innovation, discovery and creativity. The film's narrative is driven by
exclusive one-on-one interviews that Shatner conducts himself with famous and brilliant
innovators, scientists, astronauts and celebrities as he attempts to uncover just how
influential the groundbreaking series has been for the world's greatest minds. From the
STAR TREK exhibition at the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum in New York where the
USS Enterprise is on display, to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, to
the hallowed halls of Cambridge, in the UK, Shatner takes us on a lyrical journey to find
out whether art has imitated life in the years since the world-renowned STAR TREK
television series premiered in 1966, envisioning a promising and more hopeful future for
the world. This DVD features the official THE TRUTH IS IN THE STARS trailer, surround
sound as welll as English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired." William
Shatner;Stephen Hawking;Whoopi Goldberg;Ben Stiller;Neil deGrasse Tyson
 
12/05/17           191091537954  The Truth is in the Stars [Blu-ray]      2017    
 
11/28/17           191091506554  Mario Lanza: The Best of Everything  2017     "One of the most
famous tenors the world has ever known. One of the greatest tenors of the modern era.
Pavarotti, Carreras, Domingo and Bocelli - all of these iconic vocalists trace their
inspiration back to one legendary talent: Mario Lanza. Lanza became the first true
crossover artist when MGM made him a matinee idol during the 1950s with box office hits
such as ""The Toast of New Orleans,"" ""The Great Caruso"" and ""The Student
Prince."One gold disc followed another thanks to operatic arias and pop hits such as ""The
Loveliest Night of the Year,"" ""Because You're Mine,"" ""Che Gelida Manina,"" ""Golden
Days"" and his signature ballad ""Be My Love."" Lanza was idolized, but within ten years
his star had burned itself out and he was dead at just thirty-eight years old. It was the first
in a long list of tragic deaths of stars battling to live with fame and the darker side that
comes with it. Lanza was a Hollywood film star, but the most dramatic role he ever played
was that of Mario Lanza himself. It was a life overflowing with fame, passion, tantrums,
success, vices, generosity and incomprehensible tragedies. And it was played to a
soundtrack of one of the most beautiful singing voices ever heard. This is the Mario Lanza
story. This DVD features Mario Lanza's full performance from the London Palladium in
1957, "Lanza Extravaganza Countdown" showing clips of film interviewees talking about
their favorite Lanza recordings, a photo gallery of Mario Lanza's pictures, the official
""Mario Lanza: The Best of Everything"" trailer along with English subtitles for the deaf
and hearing-impaired." Mario Lanza;Luciano Pavarotti;Maria Callas;José Carreras;Russell
Watson
 
11/28/17           191091545676  Heartworn Highways   1976     "In 1976, producer Graham
Leader and director James Szalapski documented the outlaw songwriter scene that
extended from Austin to Nashville. On their travels, they met unknown musicians Steve
Earle (ten years before he released his first album), Rodney Crowell and John Hiatt, plus
their musical mentors Guy Clark and Townes Van Zandt. Born was HEARTWORN
HIGHWAYS, which covers singer-songwriters whose songs diverge from the traditions of
the previous generation, instead recalling early folk and country music. The documentary
remained unreleased until 1981 and went on to become a cult classic to fans of the genre.
The movie features the first-known recordings of Grammy Award® winners Steve Earle
and Rodney Crowell. This DVD features the official HEARTWORN HIGHWAYS trailer as well
as English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired." Steve Earle;David Allan
Coe;Townes van Zandt;Rodney Crowell;Charlie Daniels
 
11/28/17           191091545645  Heartworn Highways [Blu-ray]           
 
11/21/17           818522014272  Del Shores: My Sordid Life [Blu-ray] 2011     "Famed
comedian/writer Del Shores shares the real-life stories that have inspired his writing in
this laugh-out-loud one-man show recorded live during his critically-acclaimed tour
across America. Del sets the story straight on his celebrity experiences, what it was like
growing up in the South and coming out as gay. This Blu-ray features English subtitles for



the deaf and hearing-impaired."    Del Shores
 
11/21/17           191091532188  The Secret Life of Lance Letscher      2017     "THE SECRET LIFE
OF LANCE LETSCHER is a deeply personal and psychological portrait of foreign-known,
Austin-based collage artist Lance Letscher. Told through memories of trauma and
triumph, the film provides a doorway into Letscher's profound insights on creativity, the
subconscious, work ethic and spirituality. Through his intricate artistic process, we
witness the artist's unwavering determination to stay in the moment - free of mind,
thought and preconception. Featuring detailed images of more than a hundred of his
collages, sculptures and installations, viewers are offered a visual feast while gaining
intimate access into Letscher's methodical techniques and brilliant mind. This DVD
features exclusive deleted scenes, an interview with Richard Linklater, the official trailer
for THE SECRET LIFE OF LANCE LETSCHER along with surround sound and English subtitles
for the deaf and hearing-impaired."Lance Letscher
 
11/21/17           191091532171  The Secret Life of Lance Letscher [Blu-ray]
 
11/21/17           191091534892  Motherland      2017     "MOTHERLAND takes us into the heart
of the planet's busiest maternity hospital in one of the world's poorest and most
populous countries: the Philippines. The film's viewer, like an unseen outsider dropped
unobtrusively into the hospital's stream of activity, passes through hallways, enters
rooms and listens in on conversations. At first, the surrounding people are strangers. But
as the film continues, it's absorbingly intimate, rendering the women at the heart of the
story increasingly familiar. Three women - Lea, Aira and Lerma - emerge to share their
stories with other mothers, their families, doctors and social workers. While each of them
faces daunting odds at home, their optimism, honesty and humor suggest a strength that
they will certainly have to summon in the years ahead. This DVD features the official
MOTHERLAND trailer, surround sound and comes in Filipino with English subtitles."      Lea
Lumanog;Aira Joy Jubilo;Lerma Coronel
 
11/21/17           191091534908  Motherland [Blu-ray]   2017
 
11/21/17           191091545652  Tormentero     2017     "TORMENTERO is the magical tale of
Romero, who years ago discovered an oil field in his village that caused his friends and
neighbors to lose their way of life - and ultimately reject him. Now retired, alcoholic and
schizophrenic, he is haunted by his past and sets out to reclaim the love and honor he lost
decades ago after his fateful discovery. This DVD features the official TORMENTERO
trailer, surround sound and comes in Spanish with English subtitles." José Carlos
Ruiz;Gabino Rodríguez;Waldo Facco;Monica Jimenez
 
11/21/17           191091545669  Tormentero (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]
 
11/21/17           191091547045  I Dream in Another Language 2017     "An indigenous
language is in peril as its last two speakers, Evaristo and Isauro, had a quarrel in the past
and haven't spoken to each other in over 50 years. Martín, a young linguist, will undertake
the challenge to bring the old friends back together and convince them to once again talk
to each other, all so he can obtain a recorded registration of the language and study it.
However, hidden in the past, in the heart of the jungle, lies a secret concealed by the
language that makes it difficult to believe that the heart of Zikril will beat once again. This
DVD features the official I DREAM IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE trailer and comes in Spanish
with English subtitles."      Fernando Álvarez Rebeil;Eligio Meléndez;Manuel
Poncelis;Fátima Molina;Héctor Jiménez
 
11/21/17           191091547038  I Dream in Another Language [Blu-ray]
 
11/21/17           191091545638  Divine Divas - Special Edition 2016    "The Divine Divas are
icons of the first generation of Brazilian transvestite artists of the 1960s. One of the first



stages to host men dressed as women was the Rival Theatre, then run by Américo Leal,
the director's grandfather. The film explores the intimacy, the talent and the stories of a
generation that revolutionized sexual behavior and defied the moral of the time. This
DVD features exclusive behind-the-scenes footage and interviews, the official DIVINE
DIVAS trailer, surround sound and comes in Portuguese with English
subtitles."Rogéria;Jane Di Castro;Divina Valéria;Eloína dos Leopardos;Camille K.
 
11/21/17           191091545621  Divine Divas - Special Edition [Blu-ray]

Tempe Films New Features on DVD
    

  
12/12/2017        822928051397  Devil 2.0          DVD-5  2017     When a psychotic breaks, what
do they see? In this fantasy thriller, the audience bears witness to one mans journey into
the complex and very terrifying reality he experiences. Buried in denial and running from
authorities, Bobby Angel produces online videos proclaiming innocence. Prepare to
experience his perspective as he battles the demon of his nightmares, finds refuge in
delusion, and ultimately gets lost within it. Stace Williamson;R. Cameron Gordon;Dorothy
Dalba;Cassandra Ebner;Sarah Conlisk
 
12/12/2017        822928051496  Blood Will Have Blood            DVD-5  2017     Down-on-his-luck
actor James has a small role in a funky little theatres production of Macbeth. He strikes up
a steamy affair with Jen, who plays Lady Macbeth and is also the young trophy wife of the
rich, pompous lead actor. Together the pair hatch a plan to murder her husband and claim
his fortune. Soon their lives begin to parallel the story of Macbeth, and try as they might,
they cant seem to break out of a story thats hurtling towards an inevitable, tragic
conclusion...Carr Cavender;Molly Beucher;Connor Sullivan;Karl Backus;Joshua Alan Jones
 
11/21/2017        822928051199  Unlisted Owner           DVD-5  2017     The Owner house has
been vacant for several years because of its very dark history - but a recent series of
murders has taken the property to a whole other level of notoriety. A family who just
moved in has been murdered, piquing the curiosity of a group of friends. Armed with
handheld video cameras, the group decides to break in and investigate, leading to the
worst decision of their otherwise fun-filled night. The resulting footage has been edited



into the suspenseful "Unlisted Owner." We dare you to watch alone!     74:00    TomCat
Releasing        Jed Brian;Tyler Landers;Gavin Groves;Andrea Potts;Griffin Groves
 
11/21/2017        822928051298  LoveJacked     DVD-5  2017     Welcome to the age of
weaponized love! College students risk it all to expose a sinister clandestine military
project bent on chemically controlling and manipulating the emotion and effects of
romance. By creating and editing the very film you're about to watch, mysterious masked
activist Chad Chance risks it all to expose the government-funded company Chemitrope,
who has been testing the drug without the knowledge of those involved. Soon, suspicion
and betrayal spread through both sides of the conflict, and it becomes near impossible to
discern who is - and who isn't - " Chelsea Rae Bernier;Chad Chance;Ted Ferguson;Elisse
Nielson;Francis Lansang
     

 Quick Reference Coming Attractions & New
Releases from Allied Vaughn

  

 



  

TBD    888574472702    Blade Runner 2049 [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]  
 2017    Warner
TBD    888574594534    Justice League [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital Combo Pack]    2017  
 Warner
12/26/2017    191329025840    The Paper [Blu-ray]    1994    Universal Studios
12/26/2017    191329025857    Fletch Lives [Blu-ray]    1989    Universal Studios
12/26/2017    191329025864    For Richer or Poorer [Blu-ray]    1997    Universal Studios
12/26/2017    191329025871    Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid [Blu-ray]    1982    Universal
Studios
12/19/2017    818522019963    Big Bear    2017    Blue Fox Entertainment
12/19/2017    888574551483    The LEGO Ninjago Movie [3D Blu-ray + Blu-ray + Digital
Combo Pack]    2017    Warner
12/15/2017    810162031138    God Is Alive    2018    Alchemy Werks, LTD
12/15/2017    810162031145    Discovering Bigfoot    2018    Alchemy Werks, LTD
12/15/2017    810162031152    666 Salem Calling    2018    Alchemy Werks, LTD
12/12/2017    888608667777    F the Prom    2017    The Orchard
12/12/2017    888608667784    Sundowners    2017    The Orchard
12/12/2017    888608667791    The Spearhead Effect    2017    The Orchard
12/12/2017    191091547014    Chicago: The Terry Kath Experience - Special Edition    2016  
 FilmRise
12/12/2017    191091547021    Chicago: The Terry Kath Experience - Special Edition [Blu-
ray]    2016    FilmRise
12/05/2017    888608667692    Living on Soul    2017    The Orchard
12/05/2017    888608667753    People You May Know    2017    The Orchard
12/05/2017    888608667760    Active Adults    2017    The Orchard
12/05/2017    888574564797    Lookin' To Get Out: Extended Version    1982    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564810    Monkey Trouble    1994    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564858    The Sea Inside    2004    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564889    Towelhead    2007    Warner
12/05/2017    888574566722    Saving Grace    2000    Warner
12/05/2017    888574564865    Silk    2007    Warner
12/05/2017    191091537947    The Truth is in the Stars    2017    FilmRise
12/05/2017    191091537954    The Truth is in the Stars [Blu-ray]    2017    FilmRise
12/05/2017    888574551346    Auntie Mame    1958    Warner
12/05/2017    888574524456    Alice: The Complete Sixth Season    1981    Warner



12/05/2017    888574551353    Birdman & The Galaxy Trio: The Complete Series    1967  
 Warner
12/05/2017    888574551414    Space Ghost & Dino Boy: The Complete Series    1966  
 Warner
11/28/2017    888608667630    Super Dark Times    2017    The Orchard
11/28/2017    888608667678    Residente    2017    The Orchard
11/28/2017    888574535414    Renegades of the West    1932    Warner
11/28/2017    888574564681    April in Paris    1952    Warner
11/28/2017    888574564827    The Old Maid    1939    Warner
11/28/2017    888574564834    The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex    1939    Warner
11/28/2017    888574564902    The Tunnel of Love    1958    Warner
11/28/2017    888574575014    The Kid from Texas    1939    Warner
11/28/2017    888574566739    Starlift    1951    Warner
11/28/2017    888574551377    Doc Hollywood (1991)[Blu-ray]    1991    Warner
11/28/2017    888608667746    Creep 2    2017    The Orchard
11/28/2017    810162030698    My Brother's Shoes    2017    Random Media
11/28/2017    810162030742    Coming Back To The Hoop    2017    Random Media
11/28/2017    866069000401    Revenge In Kind  [Blu-ray]    2017    Pono Productions
11/28/2017    866069000418    Revenge In Kind    2017    Pono Productions
11/28/2017    810162030858    48 Christmas Wishes    2017    Gaumont
11/28/2017    810162030865    48 Christmas Wishes [Blu-ray]    2017    Gaumont
11/28/2017    191091506554    Mario Lanza: The Best of Everything    2017    FilmRise
11/28/2017    191091545645    Heartworn Highways [Blu-ray]    1976    FilmRise
11/28/2017    191091545676    Heartworn Highways    1976    FilmRise
11/28/2017    888574537807    Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life (2016)[Blu-ray]    2016  
 Warner
11/28/2017    024543458586    Animal ER Season 2    2017    National Geographic
11/21/2017    818522019659    Spirit Game: Pride of a Nation    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019666    Spirit Game: Pride of a Nation [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019758    The Mule    2014    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019765    The Mule [Blu-ray]    2014    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019819    Under the Bed    2012    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019826    Under the Bed [Blu-ray]    2012    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019833    Housebound    2014    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019840    Housebound [Blu-ray]    2014    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019895    Dark Signal    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019901    Dark Signal [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    888574564742    The Grass Harp    1996    Warner
11/21/2017    888574564773    Invincible    2002    Warner
11/21/2017    888574564780    Julian Po    1997    Warner
11/21/2017    818522019710    Legend of 420    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019727    Legend of 420 [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019796    American Mary    2012    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019802    American Mary [Blu-ray]    2012    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019635    Feel Rich    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019642    Feel Rich [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019673    NOLA Circus    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019680    NOLA Circus [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019697    Savage Dog    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    818522019703    Savage Dog [Blu-ray]    2017    Xlrator Media
11/21/2017    888574551391    Kind Lady Double Feature    1935-1951    Warner
11/21/2017    888574548568    Dolores Claiborne (1995)[Blu-ray]    1995    Warner
11/21/2017    888574551421    Strictly Dishonorable Double Feature    1930-1951    Warner
11/21/2017    888608667722    Thumper    2017    The Orchard
11/21/2017    888608667739    The Music of Strangers: Yo-Yo Ma & the Silk Road Ensemble  
 2017    The Orchard
11/21/2017    810162030575    A Frosty Affair    2017    Vision Films



11/21/2017    191091534892    Motherland    2017    FilmRise
11/21/2017    191091534908    Motherland [Blu-ray]    2017    FilmRise
11/21/2017    822928051199    Unlisted Owner    2017    Tempe Video
11/21/2017    822928051298    LoveJacked    2017    Tempe Video
11/21/2017    191091532171    The Secret Life of Lance Letscher [Blu-ray]    2017    FilmRise
11/21/2017    191091532188    The Secret Life of Lance Letscher    2017    FilmRise
11/21/2017    810162030827    Newness    2017    Giant Interactive
11/21/2017    024543427681    The State    2017    National Geographic
11/21/2017    191091545621    Divine Divas - Special Edition [Blu-ray]    2016    FilmRise
11/21/2017    191091545638    Divine Divas - Special Edition    2016    FilmRise
11/21/2017    191091545652    Tormentero    2017    FilmRise
11/21/2017    191091545669    Tormentero (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2017    FilmRise
11/21/2017    191091547038    I Dream in Another Language [Blu-ray]    2017    FilmRise
11/21/2017    191091547045    I Dream in Another Language    2017    FilmRise
11/21/2017    818522014272    Del Shores: My Sordid Life [Blu-ray]    2011    FilmRise
11/21/2017    822928051397    Devil 2.0    2017    Tempe Video
11/21/2017    822928051496    Blood Will Have Blood    2017    Tempe Video
11/21/2017    888574524135    Living Single: The Complete Third Season    1995-1996  
 Warner
11/21/2017    024543427735    Wicked Tuna Outer Banks Season 4    2017    National
Geographic
11/21/2017    024543427728    When Nature Calls    2017    National Geographic
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